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Measuring Knowledge and

Performance



Upcoming News
Events

Hari Raya
Celebration

19th April
Our school is gearing up for a spectacular
Raya celebration next week!  Everyone is
involved together in making sure the
celebration will go well on 19th of April. 
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It is best believe that everyone is ready to
indulge in delicious traditional foods, learned
a technique or two about traditional cookies
making, and most importantly be
entertained by cultural performances that
will leave everyone in awe.



  Choosing the right
kindergarten for your child is
an important decision as it
gives a significant impact on
their future academic and
self-development. 
   As an experienced
kindergarten teacher, I
understand the importance of
choosing the right
kindergarten for your child. 

   The classroom environment is critical for a child's learning
experience. A good classroom has to be bright, colorful, and
stimulating. Children would definitely enjoy learning in a
comfortable, relaxe and conducive environment. 
    Accreditation also is an essential factor to consider when
selecting a kindergarten. Parents have to make sure that
the kindergarten has met specific educational standards
and requirements. An educated and professional educator
also plays role in making sure the children get the best
education. 
    A good kindergarten also should provide healthy food
options for children. A kindergarten that offers meals with
the right balance of carbohydrates, protein, and healthy fats
can help support your child's overall health and well-being.
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Choosing The Right
Kindergarten

Miss Lee

     From my years of experiences, there are few important
factors parents must consider before choosing the right
kindergarten.
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Term 1 Assessment

Term 1 assessment for Sekolah Sri UCSI students
was conducted recently where it main focus was to
test and evaluate students' students' knowledge and
understanding of the curriculum for the first few
weeks in the school.

The assessment results provide valuable insights
into areas where students may require additional
support and guidance. The school will use this
information to identify students who may be
struggling and provide them with the necessary
resources to improve their academic performance.
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Hari Raya Arts and Craft
 Students were excited to step into Hari Raya

preparation. Students did few arts and crafts to

celebrate this festival. The first activity was

decorating the classroom with lanterns. Students

had to cut the lanterns,  pasted star stickers on

the lanterns and decorated their classroom with

the lantern pasted on the wall. 

Early Years  Learning Activities

 3D Shapes

Learning 3D shapes can aid artistic development in

children. They can make better paintings and craft

items with some knowledge of 3D shapes.

    In this lesson, students learned about some

common 3D shapes. The students then were given

clay to make the 3D shapes they chose.  They were

happy to do this activity since they used clay to

make the 3D shapes.

    For second activity, the students were given a

worksheet whereby they cut the pictures from the

activity paper and pasted them into the boxes

according to the 3D shapes given. 

     They also counted the total of vertices, edges,

and faces according of the 3D shapes.

  The second activity was coloring the 'ketupat'.

Teacher did some explanation about what

'ketupat' is and the importance of 'ketupat'

during Raya celebration. Each student got a

'ketupat' coloring worksheet which they happily

colored it in yellow and green colors. They

enjoyed coloring two to three 'ketupat'. They also

decorated the class with the 'ketupat' they had

just colored. 
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Prepping for Hari Raya
Celebration
 As the Hari Raya festival is coming up,

students have been actively involved in

decorating their classes. We had been busy

gathering decorations including lampu

pelita, ketupat lightings, Hari Raya wall

decorations and even ornaments illustrating

Raya celebration. This year, students will also

be performing for the Hari Raya Celebration

and they were having a great time practicing

for their performances to perform in front

of their friends and family. They can’t wait to

share their performances!

Primary  Learning Activities
Magic Words

      A successful person is not someone who is wealthy but

rather someone with a great manners. Therefore it is very

important for students to learn about it in school since a

young age. To make learning about 'Magic Words' more

fun, our Standard 1 student created a Magic Word model

for his English class project.

    Words are full of 'magic' when used in a correct way.

This is why students were taught to use magic words such

as ‘Thank you’ and ‘Please’ in their daily conversations.

These magic words also teaches students to be respectful

and be polite while talking with others. 
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CCA Secondary : 
BADMINTON

     Among the many sports and games

offered by the school, badminton is

one of them. Students of all age groups

in UCSI enjoy playing badminton as a

CCA option. Playing badminton

individually develops an individual to

develop his skills for personal

excellence meanwhile playing as

double pair develops team work and

co-operation. It is an excellent sports

that’s great to be played during leisure

time as it involves rigorous physical

activities that helps students to stay fit

and yet feeling happy at the same time.

Secondary Learning Activities

Bicara 5 Minit
    One of the activities in the classroom that give

positive impacts for Bahasa Melayu subject for

form 1 students is "Bicara Lima Minit". Every

day, 1 student will do a presentation about any

topic of their interest for 5 minutes. Students can

choose a topic they would like to talk about and

they do the practice at home. The presentations

must include the introduction, main points,

elaboration of the points, and conclusion. This

activity not only helps them in speaking Bahasa

Melayu but also helps them to write essays as

they learned how to elaborate the topics chosen.
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Be a Swimming Master!

Child and Adult Swimming Lessons
Four (4) lessons per month
Open on Weekdays and
Weekends

Swimming Lessons:

Swimming helps to maintain a healthy
weight, healthy heart and lungs. It is a
healthy activity that you can continue for
your lifetime.

In UCSI Springhill Swimming Academy, we
are passionate to teach swimming with
qualified coach, Olympic size swimming
pool, facilities as well as dedicated
customer service team. 

06 - 6536888

+6018-9779880

Further information https://www.sriucsi.edu.my/sh/

mailto:enquiry.sh@sriucsi.edu.my

